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It's the fifth month of 2024 already! Our minds and hearts are filled with planning the next trip,
wedding clothing, office look, party look, and much more. While trends change, certain fashion
statements stay a little longer.

A more easygoing, playful, and sustainable fashion trend is in store for 2024. Of course, fashion
will always veer between the newest trends and traditional looks, particularly in the case of
Indian attire.

The majority of Indian fashion designers focus on the skill of combining old Indian traditions and
artistry with modern designs and cuts. So, combining contemporary style with Indian culture is
another theme in this year's fashion expectations.

With The Jaipur Loom, let's explore the major trends expected to rule Indian womens fashion
this year.

Indian Womens FashionClassic and Contemporary

Sarees and Indian fashion go hand in hand. Some of the most well-liked designers believe that
people will start to focus more on recycling clothing. Indian sarees, salwar kameez, Anarkali
outfits, and reusable lehengas are famous for brides, bridesmaids, and modern ladies. This will
be the initial phase of minimalism.



Kalidars, gowns, palazzo suits, lehengas, jackets, kurtas, sharara suits, trademark blouses, and
dupattas complement diverse color schemes and occasions. Vibrant pink, sorbet, and blush
tones of fuchsia. The most popular colors are beige-gold, powder blue, lilac, grey-blue, and
metallic gold and silver.

Indian Womens FashionBold & Bright Shades

Vibrant, vivid, and elegant colors are returning. The cheerful colors have changed significantly,
as 2024 looks more hopeful than ever and prepares for a better life. The style also features airy
trousers and flowing kurtas in bold colors. But Indian sarees have a unique place for
celebrations. Sarees will always be in style when worn with long-sleeved embroidered blouses.
The palette is dominated by pink, yellow, and red tones, but one can also pick earthy and
shimmering colors. Indian kurtis can be an excellent choice for 2024. Buy Indian short kurti
online from The Jaipur Loom.

Indian Womens Fashion Trends 2024, Style, Color, and
Pattern Trends

Everything you need to know about the upcoming New Indian womens fashion trends in 2024.
Some Indian fashion trends have continued to evolve for a few years now. But there have
always been variations from these trends.

Metallic Trend in Indian Womens Fashion 2024

https://thejaipurloom.com/product-category/tops-short-kurtis-2/


You can't ignore the vivid and dazzling metallic trend of the year. Most mention the lovely saree
and lehenga gorgeous Gota patti in loud and large designs on soft materials. To summarize, you
should follow the metallic trend in Indian fashion for ladies.

● Styling a Gorgeous Saree is a fresh take on the saree that will be popular in 2024 for
party and wedding attire.

● Pick the metallic color suit style in a loose-fitting, aline kurta with little embellishment on
the border, trousers, and dupatta. This is a new Punjabi suit trend in metallic color this
year.

● Winter weddings are often perfect for pairing a fluffy lehenga with a full-sleeve choli. The
metallic lehenga is made in a silvery shade of glazed satin or net and embellished with
sequins or zari yarn to wear to a wedding this year.

Long Shrugs and Ethnic Jackets Trend

The jacket or shrug style is an additional edge and style popular in Indian clothing. These are
the trendy accessories that look best worn with more flair. The newest Indian womens fashion
trend in jackets is embellished, either short or mid-length, and includes zari, beads, or zardozi
designs. Reversible quilted jackets are also a great option to buy quilted jacket for women this
year.

Different Styles of Ethnic Jackets

● The trendy short-cropped ethnic boho jackets, similar to the short structured jackets, look
fantastic with Indo-Western attire. They also look good worn over sarees, and these
days, bustiers with short, embroidered jackets like these are popular lehenga designs.

● Several types of long jackets have different materials and embroideries, such as vests or
overlay designs. The latest winter wedding collection features these long velvet vest
jackets over anarkalis and lehengas.

https://thejaipurloom.com/product-category/others-2/reversible-quilted-jackets/


● Long capes and shrugs overlong. These clear net, georgette, and organza fabrics
include striking beads and sequins. Gives the Indian clothing a preppy twist.

Pakistani Salwar: A Trend to Follow

Some of the most popular Indian womens fashions are Pakistani dress patterns, such as the
Punjabi suit, which have continued to impact Indian culture ever after the split. Since then, they
have remained popular, and this season, we are witnessing yet another notable salwar trend
from the Pakistani fashion industry.

The straight salwar, or Pakistani salwar, became popular in the Indian womens fashion industry
a few years ago and is now returning. A fresh take on the Punjabi suit style has a salwar gently
gathered at the hem, finished with a lace border to complete the ensemble.

Rise of the Indian Fashion Trend of Mermaid Skirts

The mermaid skirt style has become popular in Indian fashion ever since the designer debuted
their collections at fashion week. The all-new, modern lehenga fashion is highlighted by the
mermaid lehenga or mermaid skirt paired with an Indian crop top in embellished details.

In this contemporary statement ensemble, brides may rock this sleek design at an engagement,
wedding, or cocktail party. The crop top and high-waisted skirt trends in bridal attire are also
common in Western wedding themes. These stunning metallic embroidery will be in style in
2024; bold brides will be wearing wedding lehenga designs with statement floral embroidered
crop-bustier tops and mermaid slit skirts.



2024's Cool and Stylish Fabrics Indian Womens Fashion:
Comfortable with a Modern Twist

What you wear in 2024 can be both fashionable and fabulous! Choose fabrics with unique
designs if you want to seem stylish yet comfortable. Mesh, silk, lace, and fabrics with unique
patterns can keep you cool while bringing a little drama to your Indian outfit. Indian designer
suits are in trend now. The Jaipur loom offers various options to buy designer suit sets online
now!

You know what's having a major comeback? Net fabrics! They've been back in style for a while,
having peaked roughly ten years ago. There will be various clothes, including lehengas,
shararas, and net sarees. Thus, 2024 is all about dressing comfortably yet stylishly, whether you
choose unique printed materials or opt for the stylish comeback of net clothing.

https://thejaipurloom.com/product-category/suit-sets/

